Idea Bank
of Metamorphosis
Biopad

The founders have observed that most of the Indian women do not have access to sanitary pads and have also discovered the environmental damage that each plastic sanitary pad causes. Presenting one solution to both the problems, the trio of young entrepreneurs came up with an idea called Bio-pad, which is a biodegradable and economic sanitary napkin. Bio-pad also takes credit for employing 1000 rural women for the manufacturing of the product.

Celestia Lights

CelestiaLights is an e-commerce platform which has terracotta mud diyas and decorated old CD’s at affordable prices. The essence of of CelestiaLights is all about reminding the users of this beautiful nation, its affable families and homes through colours and light which signifies bliss and warmth.

Apoyo

Apoyo, is a mobile app to help caregivers of people living with Alzheimer’s and Dementia to remind of daily tasks and ensure safety, with smart voice reminders and geo-fencing technology. Handled design, technology, and finance of the company.
Visible Vegan is an e-commerce platform where users can buy all vegan products, from food to accessories. Rohan Bodla began his journey with 'Short Kahani' as a hobby, realizing that short stories foster self-awareness and expression through fiction. He aimed for everyone interested in reading and writing to experience the same.

Eduapp is an online platform connecting students and teachers. Through this platform, students can contact tutors to clarify doubts. Tutor profiles are displayed on the site, allowing students to use their preferred tutors.
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Colorism is a very contemporary and important problem that is evident throughout India, even transcending socio-economic factors. NUANCE focuses on the promotion of all skin tones, moving away from the idea that one colour is supreme. This is a platform that has all makeup products that cater to all the skin types and colours.
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Amma Mudda is an online food delivery application that promises quality food whose taste is close to home food. This application employees the housewives who are passionate cooks and allows them to make some money.
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Dhava AB is a business model based on the blockchain technology which ensures proper distribution of medicines. There is an existing of unavailability of medicines in the area clusters where they are actually required. Dhava AD offers a advanced solution for this very problem.
### Easy Health

EasyHealth is an idea that combines technology and healthcare by providing "The scan cam", "kit Bit" and "Mom Bit" that identify any unusual readings and alerts the users. The scan cam Scans the body, and detects discomfort by unusual movement and gestures. Collects snaps and sends it to cloud for image and AI processing.

### Pierre

Pierre is a business model that works towards creating progressive, innovative and efficient technology to produce electricity by manufacturing piezoelectric electricity-producing tiles. The aim is to use the energy created by a tile when you walk over the tile.

### Phoenix Brush

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages.
The Verdict

The Verdict is a platform which connects the lawyers and judges who show the users a right path to deal with the case in hand. All you have to do is sign up and the advice sent to you via emails/chats. This acts as a perfect platform for the people to understand every aspect of the case and also connects the lawyers to the people who could probably get lost in the system.

Rent it All

Rent it all is one-stop destination to rent out any necessities that have only a one-time need. This business model was developed to cater to the sustainable living by providing an opportunity to rent the items that are used only once and could be passed on to the next user.

CO2

CO2 is an application that will allow the user to design his/her event as per their wish. A list of venues will be displayed on the bases of the occasion, number of people and time of the event (also availability) A list of the articles available will be shown according to the theme, occasion and venue (indoor/outdoor). The app will generate a virtual image/3D preview of the venue based on the decorative articles the user chooses.
**upcycLED**

UpcycLED presents one of the most sustainable solutions by proposing a way to reusage of batteries that would otherwise end up in the landfills. UpcycLED. These reusable batteries could be used in all the battery-enabled products. The bigger picture to save the planet by implementing “reduce and reuse” policy.

**Tyche Motion Sensor**

Tyche Motion Sensor device has a sensor that directs notifications to the auto-insurance companies about the driving behavior of the driver. The companies build a risk profile of the driver using artificial intelligence. Besides the premium, it also helps in saving many lives by sending emergency notification to the nearby hospitals and police stations with the location of the vehicle whenever there’s an accident.

**Sanity**

Sanity is a business model that aims to make sanitary napkins available at all the public places via vending machines. This idea eliminates the problems like accessibility, pricing, taboo and unhealthy consequences. Sanity aims at providing sanitary napkins at affordable prices.
Inversion

Investment is a tricky topic. Almost everybody seeks expert advise when it comes to investments. Inversion is an application that caters to this need by giving users all the knowledge to make a choice regarding where to invest and how to invest.

Cognitive Compass

Cognitive Compass is a platform that provides training to the students on survival skills including handling failures, handling financial crisis and communication skills. It is an application that works towards a wholesome education of the children.

Erudyte

Erudyte is an application brings readers across the spectrum on to one platform to discuss, review and read books. While it is a platform from book lovers, it also actively works towards the mission of preserving and enhancing the habit of reading, especially in children. On this platform the readers can buy books at a low cost, exchange books with the fellow readers, choose a reading partner and do everything bookish.
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**Home Minister**

Home Minister is an application for all the housewives and grand mothers who could register themselves as teachers by sharing their expertise with the users. The teaching topics include cooking, art and crafts, dance, mythology, etc., This application allows the women to earn their living and also help the younger generation get back to their roots by mastering the essential skills.
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**Local Food Guide**

Local Food Guide is an application that will have a database all the street food joints available across all the cities in India. This also provides the list of the small food hubs or small eating joints that contain the best street food of that city. It also shows the timing of the food hub which will make it convenient for the users. The app would show the best dishes of each small food hub or eating join. It would also show the most convenient and easiest way to reach the place.
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**Sonic Eye Cane 2.2**

The Sonic cane gives a buzz to alert the blind person that an object is obstructing their path, so there will be less chances of everyone getting hurt. This model of 2.0 also gives some more advantages like the programmed robot with a non malfunctioning programming language called arduino. This sensor works using ultra sonic waves. The waves have a value of 20,000 hz. The buzzer that is used is a perfect output to alert the visually challenged.
Granny Stories

Granny Stories proposes a business model that fills the gap of distance and loneliness faced by children and grandparents by bringing the grandmothers of the world together to tell their stories which can be consumed by children across the globe.

Temple Trust

Temple Trust is a company that works towards the mission to connect users with the local temples. Through the Temple Trust’s mobile application users can get in touch with the priests, buy pooja items, raise funds for the temple renovation, etc., The founders believe that the temples are India’s foundations and roots that connect Indian ancient wisdom and treasures of knowledge and hence, Temple Trust comes as a solution to preserve these embodiments of heritage.

Rishnav

“Rishnav” is a platform to inculcate and encourage the habit of book-reading in kids, mostly focused in the 5-15 year age-group. Many schools ideated various models to encourage book reading in kids. With the growing influence of the internet in our generation, I felt that combining book reading with the online experience would help kids encourage the habit of reading while exploring the online world. Rishnav is a platform that lets children express thoughts, write reviews and opinions on their favourite books.
Online Chef Services

Online Chef Services is a platform where users can satisfy their hunger for home-cooked food. With a click of a button, the food of their choice gets delivered to their doorstep. On the other side, the platform also helps housewives/unemployed women make some money leveraging their cooking talent. With this application, the founders aim to connect users to the local cooks who can cater them with home-cooked food.

Constructzy

Constructzy is an online platform for the construction business. It works the other way round by having an option for users to register as sellers and put up all the available equipment for the users to buy.

Evne

Evne is an application that combines e-commerce and social media, allowing artists to trade, display, and gain fame and recognition for their work. It also allows users to buy stock photos and get logos designed.
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**Ignite**

Ignite is an educational application for the disabled and handicapped students who cannot attend daily classes and lectures. They can use this app and attend live classes and connect with teachers in real-time and learn on a regular basis. The application will also provide an important course and chapters that students should not miss to read and revise for their exams.
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**VYA**

Vya is the word for ‘stationery’ in Swahili. Vya strives to produce sustainable and socially responsible stationery for the new mindful consumer. We at Vya make high-quality and elegant: pencils, highlighters, pencil-cases and many more products!
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**Avid Readers**

Avid readers is an online platform that lets users borrow, lend, and share books with each other effortlessly. that gives you access to thousands of books in your community. It’s low-cost, easy to use, and integrates with existing libraries. Gamified learning with reading competitions, badge systems etc., inspires and brings together young readers.
Female Cricket Guards

Female Cricket Guards serves as one of the most effective solution ensuring the safety of the female cricketers. This allows the players to explore their full potential now that the safety is taken care of. It provides all the equipment specially designed for the safety of human players.

Rentrest

Rentrest is a online platform that offers multiple products for rental. This idea aims towards reducing the use of materials that go into the manufacturing which could be used more conciously by the adopting the concept of “reuse”.

Several X

Several X will help IIT JEE aspirants connect with the students of IITs and professors of IITs where the aspirants can possess some questions to them and can get instant solutions to their questions. It offers webinar sessions for affordable costs and it connects with IIT JEE all India rankers where the aspirants can get motivated and will be guided by the TOPPERS.
Local Cart

Local Cart is an application that ensures delivery of the groceries and vegetables within 45 minutes after placing the order. You can also book a slot of the delivery time and the products will be left on your doorstep. The company strictly implements the usage of cloth bags and sanitation of the delivery bikes at regular intervals.

The Golden Gate Travel

A travel application that has every offering required for travelers. From recommending hotels to ensuring the safety of the travelers, The Golden Gate Travel has got everything covered. This one application prevents the hassle of navigating among several applications for every travel need. This is a solution for all those who crave for a perfect and comfortable vacation.

Artshalla

Artshalla is an application that has all the traditional art pieces for sale on one platform. While modern art is dominating the world, Artshalla wants to make traditional art available and give recognition to the artists. The art pieces available on this platform cater to home décor, hotel décor, office spaces, and many more.
The product Nero is a water purifier extension – that is, Nero comes with three taps which dispense hot, cold and room temperature water from the water purifier. With this product, the users need not upgrade to an expensive water purifier for just one additional feature and buy the extension instead, which serves the purpose effectively.